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Abstract The overall objective of this project is to identify novel drug candidates capable
of slowing down the progression of neurodegeneration in the subset of
Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients with overt mitochondrial dysfunction.
Multimodal phenotypic characterisation of cohorts of monogenic PD patients
with overt mitochondrial dysfunction will be used as an anchor for the discovery
of two extreme cohorts of idiopathic PD patients: with and without detectable
mitochondrial dysfunction. A suite of personalised in vitro, in vivo, and in silico
models will be generated using induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from
selected subjects and controls. An industrial quality 3D microfluidic cell culture
product, specifically designed for the culture of iPSC-derived dopaminergic
neurons, will be developed for use in a morphological and bioanalytical screen
for lead compounds reduce mitochondrial dysfunction. By monitoring motor
behaviour and in situ striatal neurochemistry at high temporal resolution, the in
vivo response to lead compounds will be characterised in humanised mouse
models with striatally transplants of iPSC derived dopaminergic neurons derived
from PD patients. Personalised computational models of dopaminergic neuronal
metabolism and mitochondrial morphology will be developed. These in silico
models will be used to accelerate drug development by prioritising pathways for
metabolomic assay optimisation, stratifying idiopathic PD patients by degree of
mitochondrial dysfunction, predicting new targets to reduce mitochondrial
dysfunction and mechanistic interpretation in vitro and in vivo experimental
results. SysMedPD unites a highly experienced multidisciplinary consortium in an
ambitious project to develop and apply a systems biomedicine approach to
preclinically identify candidate neuroprotectants, for the estimated 1-2 million
people worldwide who suffer from PD with mitochondrial dysfunction.
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